Preface

It is with great pleasure that we have gathered the chapters of this book on
Nonlinearity and Complex Dynamics to honor our colleague and friend Prof.
Manuel G(arcı́a) Velarde, offered to him as a token of friendship, on the occasion of his seventieth anniversary. The contents are a follow-up of a Week of
Science celebrated in September 2011 at Instituto Pluridisciplinar (IP), Universidad
Complutense of Madrid (UCM), Spain. With four other UCM professors he was
co-founder and there he had been for the past 20 years of his scientific career
as (PROPIO) professor of physics [www.ucm.es/info/fluidos]. The IP-UCM was
possible, thanks to an adventurous action of the then UCM Rector Gustavo
Villapalos, a professor of law.
The Week of Science was also dedicated to honor several of his fellow colleagues
at Prof. Velarde’s request, as they were celebrating birthdays about the same week.
They are Prof. Werner Ebeling (Berlin), Prof. Ivan B. Ivanov (Sofia), Prof. Grégoire
Nicolis (Brussels), Prof. John J. Kozak (Chicago), Dr. Benoit Scheid (Brussels),
Music composer Maestro Tomás Marco, and Dr. Rafael Garcı́a Serrano, Museum
Curator of “Museo del traje” (Madrid), formerly Curator of “Museum of Santa
Cruz,” Toledo. All of them have been frequent visitors of IP-UCM.
The Week of Science was an opportunity to appreciate the broad spectrum of
interests of Prof. Velarde, both in science and culture. Surfer and architect Pablo
Dı́az offered a fascinating talk on surf waves all around the world. It was also the
opportunity to learn about his love of Music, not just J. S. Bach (Cello suite ]1,
BWV 1007 in G major, was played by Maestro Angel Ga. Jermann, Professor at
Real Conservatorio Superior de Música, Madrid). Here it follows a song much loved
by Manuel:
Folks call me a maverick.
Guess I ain’t too diplomatic...
Well, I have been accused
Of makin’ my own rules.
There must be rebel blood
Just a runnin’ through my veins.
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But I ain’t no hypocrite
What you see is what you get.
And that’s the only way I know
To play the game.
Old Noah took much ridicule
For building his great ark.
But after forty days and forty nights
He was lookin’ pretty smart.
Sometines it’s best to brave the wind and rain
By havin’ strength to go against the grain.
(“Against the grain”, lyrics by Bruce Bouton, Larry Cordle, and Carl Jackson; sung
by Garth Brooks.)
It was then naturally fitting well with his approach to life that in September
2007 Manuel organized a conference in Toledo for the Academia Europaea [www.
acadeuro.org] with the theme of “The Dialogue of Three Cultures and our European
heritage. Toledo crucible of the Cultures at the dawn of the Renaissance” [www.
ucm.es/info/fluidos, see Int. Conf. Toledo 2007]. The conference covered topics
from geography, history, poetry, linguistics, art, medicine, pharmacology, geometry,
mathematics, astronomy, and hydraulics. The conference started at the Cathedral
of Toledo in a large room (the Sacristy) covered with more than a dozen paintings
by El Greco and a cieling decorated by L. Jordaens. The inaugural speeches were
delivered in Latin. As he has said, one thing he wanted to understand was what
brought Toledo then (1200) for quite some time at the cultural and scientific zenith
in Europe, to almost vanishing in a rather short time interval.
In 2002, a special issue of the International Journal of Bifurcation and Chaos
(vol. 12, n. 11, 348 pp.) was edited by Prof. G. Nicolis to celebrate Manuel’s
sixtieth birthday. Under the topic tittle Spatio-Temporal Complexity, it included 28
original research papers contributed by 67 scientists from Europe, the Americas,
Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. This book follows the same path celebrating his
seventieth birthday.
Finally, we have received with joy the news of his appointment as director of
a newly created “Research Chair” at Universidad Alfonso X el Sabio [www.uax.
es] where Prof. Velarde is starting yet another period of his life. This has been
made possible, thanks to Rector Jose Domı́nguez de Posada, a professor of civil
engineering, Dr. Juan José Montoya, MD, Director of the UAX Foundation, and
UAX President Don Jesús Núnez Velázquez.
The editors wish to express their appreciation to Manuel’s secretary Mrs Marı́a
J. Martı́n for her kindness and her endless patience in the preparation of this book
with a dedication well beyond the call of duty.
The Editors
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